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they may express. The authors themselves are
responsible for the contents. Advice provided in
Microbehunter Microscopy Magazine is provided
as a service and as a recreational resource and
neither the authors nor the publisher can be held
liable and responsible for any errors, omissions
or inaccuracies, or for any consequences
(health, hardware, etc.) arising from the use of
information of this magazine and the blog (or
anything else). Conduct all lab work and (microscopy) hardware modifications at your own
risk and always follow the instructions of the
manufacturers.

Water nets

M

y enjoyment of our home
and landscapes is enriched
by “microscopy world
views”, as I term it. In October 2015,
with relaxing naked eye observation,
I observed that a section of our garden’s bird-bath had a matt of water
nets (Hydrodictyon species).
Please enjoy this garden microscopy of water nets. Over the entire
growing season (Finger lakes, central
New York/US) we maintain our garden bird bath with standing water.
The bath services all the meadow
birds, the dragon flies, the variety of
insect pollinators which drink at its
still water.
I have stewarded and sculpted this
tiny catchment of freshwater into a
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microcosm of our area’s freshwater
life forms. With an eye to suppressing
mosquitoes, I stocked this microcosm
with fauna which feed on this insect’s
larvae.
In 1954, Professor G. W. Prescott
noted: "It is thought that the first written record referring to a specific alga
is of Hydrodictyon in ancient Chinese
literature".
I keenly enjoyed opening Dr.
Prescott's text, and Dr. Gilbert M.
Smith's text to better appreciate my
garden water net.
Classification of water nets

Kingdom:
Division:

OBSERVATIONS

Class:
Genus:
Species:

Chlorophyceae
Hydrodictyon
H. reticulatum

Yes, I skipped the family level of designation!
Sources

"How To Know the Fresh-Water
Algae" G. W. Prescott, 1954. Page
63.
"The Fresh-Water Algae of the United
States" Gilbert M. Smith, 2nd edition,
1950. Page 246
■

Plantae
Chlorophyta
Figure 1: December 2015 - after two
cycles of full ice cover, it is now 50°F
(10°C).
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Water nets
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Figure 2: It’s all growth season. This
bird bath has be maintained as a
microcosm.
Figure 3: Sample of the water net at
my bench.
Figures 4-6 (opposite page): Each of
these huge cylindrical cells can form
tiny coenobia water nets within.
These water nets are asexual
autocolonies.

Water net
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The water net (genus
Hydrodictyon) is a taxon of green
algae of the family
Hydrodictyaceae. Hydrodictyon
like clean, eutrophic water and has
become a pest in New Zealand,
where it has been recently
introduced. The name water net
comes from the (usually
pentagonal or hexagonal) mesh
structure of their colonies, which
can extend several decimeters.
Algae in the genus can
reproduce asexually or sexually.
Asexual reproduction takes place
by biflagellated (having two
flagella) zoospores formed by the
thousands inside a cell. However,
the zoospores hardly move, as
they are packed very densely. The
zoospores form a cell wall,
become cylindrical in shape, and
arrange themselves in a hexagonal
pattern, much like the mature
tissue. The mother cell
disintegrates, releasing the
daughter net, which is so small
you need a microscope to see it.
Reference
Wikipedia the free encyclopedia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_net
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Water nets

Figures 7-9: Very young water nets
whose cells have one entire
chloroplast with one pyrenoid.
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Figures 10-12: Familiar epizotes and
unknown epiphytes securely live on
these huge water net cells.
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HOW TO

T

he following is not a real tutorial. I need a lot more experience before telling other
people how to make thin sections.
Rather this is how I go about making
thin sections at home.
Home-made, but not made entirely
by hand. Two machines have been
added to the process - an inexpensive
180mm (7") wet tile saw and a
150mm
(6")
wet
flat
lap
grinding/polishing machine.
The process to a finished slide is
much quicker with less effort. Surprisingly, less effort requires more
work to be done. The clue to the extra
work is the word "wet" which means
more cleanup. A wet saw uses a lot of
water for cooling the blade and flushing out the debris. A wet lap uses
water to cool and lubricate the spinning disc and flush out the debris. The
waste water from both the saw and the
lap must be disposed of outside your
home drain system. If the waste water
is poured down your drain it will settle and create a nice concrete liner in
your drain. If you are lucky. Or a
concrete dam if you are not.
I am not a geologist and know
little (or nothing) about rocks. Nor am
I any sort of rock hound. While out
walking I pick up any rock that looks
interesting and use it to make one or
more thin sections. There are two
physical constraints to my rock collecting. The total weight and volume
of the collected rocks cannot exceed
the capacity of one pocket and any
individual rock cannot be bigger than
the saw can cut. For a 180mm saw
that is about 35mm in height.
The wet lap machine is packaged
to make cabochons and includes one

Making rock sections

1

2

grinding disc and four polishing discs.
To make thin sections you need a set
of stepped grit diamond lap discs. A
set of discs (60, 100, 300, 600, 1200
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Figure 1: The rocks.
Figure 2: Rock preparation.

Making rock sections

Figure 3: Push sticks for holding the
rocks.

HOW TO
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Figure 4: Tile saw.

and 2000 grit) was purchased through
Amazon.ca. A 180 grit and 14,000
mesh diamond paste and polishing
pad came with the flat lap machine.
The rocks

A nice round rock, flat on one side.
Nothing special, but it looked lonely.
The second rock is actually a small
chunk of construction rubble. It looks
like a black stone embedded in concrete.
The rocks need some preparation
before they can be cut into thin slices.
One side is ground relatively flat with
the 60 grit disc. The flat side of the
rock is glued to a 20cm length of
25mm square wood. The wood is a
carrier for the rock as it is fed into the
saw. The square wood rests against
the saw's fence during the cut ensuring a square cut.

4

The saw

The saw is a Q.E.P. 60089Q Master Cut 7". It was selected because it is
inexpensive, can cut up to 33mm and
is easy to clean after use.
I suspect if making thin sections
was more than a hobby, a bigger and
higher quality saw would be beneficial.
The flat lap machine.

The flat lap is a Hi-Tech Diamond
6" All-U-Need machine. The lap machine has a strong variable speed DC
motor and uses 150mm discs clamped
to a master lap. The package comes
with four master lap discs.

Making a thin section slide

The actual process of making a
thin section is rather linear. I start by
slicing off as thin a piece of rock as I
can. The thinner the better, but the
maximum thickness should be 35mm.

Grinding one side very flat and
smooth

I place a small piece of doublefaced carpet tape to one side of the
slice. The double-faced tape sticks to
my finger as the slice is placed on the
spinning disc.
The aim of this step is get the side
of the slice that will be glued to the
glass slide as flat and smooth as possible.
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Figure 5: Rocks on the sticks.
Figure 6: Rock slices.
Figure 7: Flat lap.
Figure 8: Lap discs.

I start with the 180 grit disc and
step from 300 to the final polishing
pad. I grind at each stage until the
water on the slice drips off without
leaving puddles. Each grinding / polishing session should remove the
grind marks from the previous disc.
With the coarse discs you can see the
lines, but after grinding with the 300
grit disc, a microscope is needed to

6

8

see the grooves made by grinding. It
is best to use an old and tired microscope as it will get dirty.
It is very tempting to grind with
one disc and then switch to the next
finer grit and progress right through
the discs to the final polish.
However that is a real no-no. Contamination from a coarse grit to a finer
grit can ruin the polish. The result is
that you are forced to start over with a
coarse disc.
This is where the extra work
comes in. The flat lap machine must
be cleaned after each disc is used. For
the All-U-Need that means removing
the splash guard and cleaning it thoroughly.
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When I finish using the lap machine I take it outside and hose down
the splash guard and catch tray. It is
surprising how much white gunk is in
the catch tray. If left unclean, it turns
into something akin to concrete.
Mounting the slice

The polished slice is glued to a
standard glass slide with "Water Clear
Epoxy 330". A petrology slide would
be better because it is smaller and can
take more strain than the standard
microscope slide. That is a future purchase.
The slide is labeled with a "production number" and some of the
mounting epoxy is spread over the

Making rock sections
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11
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Figure 9: Grind lines.
Figure 10: Test scope.
Figure 11: Grinding slice.
Figure 12: Brass clip closeup.
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Figure 13: Mounted slice.
Figure 14: Slide with tape.
Figure 15: Brass clips.
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Making rock sections

HOW TO

Figure 16: 2x objective, crossed
polars, 5x magnification.
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Figure 17: 2x objective, crossed
polars, 5x magnification.
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number to preserve it during the
grinding and cleaning sessions. To
hold the slide against the grinding
wheel, I use carpet tape on the back of
the slide.
Final grinding

The grinding and polishing process is repeated as stated above. Depending on the thickness of the slice I
may start with the 100 grit or the 180
grit disc and progress through the
discs to the final 2000 grit polish disc.
The brass clips fastened to the ends of

the slide act as thickness gauges. The
slice is ground down to the brass clip.
Various thicknesses of the clips are
used with each finer grind and polish.
After the final diamond disc polish, the slide must be thoroughly dried
before buffing with the 14,000 grit
diamond paste and polishing pad.

● Flat lap grinding/polishing discs
Kent Supplies
● Camera: Canon 1000D with
Nikon 2.5x projection lens.
● Microscope: Labomed LB-592
● Post processing: Colour Science
Editor, Adobe Lightroom
● Author: Carl Hennig, May 27,
2015

Sources

■
● Wet tile saw: HomeDepot.ca
● Wet flat lap machine: Hi-tech
Diamond
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The Honorable Mrs Ward

W

hile browsing the Internet
for publications on microscopy I came across this
book. I was fortunate enough to acquire an original copy. It caught my
eye due to the intricate drawings and
the fact it was written by a woman
with a very interesting background,
Mary Ward.
Mary Ward was born on April
27th 1827. During the 19th century
women were not encouraged to seek a
formal education. Rather, if you were
a middle class or higher female, you
were educated at home often times by
a governess in various pursuits such
as: “Music, singing, drawing, dancing, and the modern languages….;
and besides all this, she must possess
a certain something in her air and
manner of walking, the tone of her
voice, her address and expressions…“. According to Jane Austen’s
fictitious Caroline Bingley in her

4th edition printed between 1858 and 1880

book Pride & Prejudice published in
1813. Pride & Prejudice was required
reading when I was in High School.
Women were encouraged to be
knowledgeable but not to the point of
challenging the superior intellect of a
man. Given the atmosphere of the
time the idea that a “woman” not only
wrote, but had published what could
be considered a “scientific” book is
what makes Mary Ward so intriguing.
Her parents purchased her first
microscope when she was 18. It was
this microscope that prompted her to
produce this book which, much to her
surprise, was published by Groomsbridge and Sons first in 1858.
My copy is in good condition with
fading on the cover and the binding is
beginning to loosen (Figure 1).
Given the age of the book it is
amazing to me it is still in this condition. It contains 152 pages. All of the
illustrations were hand drawn by
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Mary herself. They are exquisite. Indeed it was her artistic skills which
often allowed her to participate in
what was considered a man’s field,
that of science. Some of her illustration adorn the inside cover of the book
as pictured in Figure 2.
She discusses microscopes in general their use, construction and care in
Chapter 1. In Chapter 2 she discusses
selecting and mounting specimens.
Chapters 4-12 are dedicated to viewing specific classes of materials such
as, insect wings in Chapter 4 to blood
in Chapter 12.
She writes as a hobbyist, rather
than an educated scientist, befitting
her stature at the time. It is this manner of writing which lends itself to the
hobby. She covers nearly every subject mentioned in our forums, at least
those topics pertinent to that time period. You will not find discussions on
photography or in depth discussions
on the structure of objectives etc.
Though she does address differences
in construction and the correct set-up
to achieve optimal images. The majority of her writings address the specimens themselves and how to
properly view them using the microscope. On page 17 she refers to a
“live-box” which consists of pieces of
glass in brass fittings. This very much
resembles what has been discussed on
the forum as a micro-aquarium. It is
little discussions like this that makes
the book so interesting. It was no
doubt a very handy book to own if
you had a microscope in your possesFigure 1. The cover
Figure 2 inside title page
Figure 3: Drawings from the book
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Mrs. Ward also, unfortunately,
had the distinction of being the first
person to have been killed by an automobile. She fell off a steam driven car
one day and was run over.
Anyone interested in the hobby’s
history would do well to obtain either
an original copy or a pdf of this book.
It is a worthy addition to your library.

3

References
Kathryn Hughes. Gender Roles in the 19th Century. Accessed 12/14/2015.
http://www.bl.uk/romantics-andvictorians/articles/gender-roles-in-the-19th-century

The Quekett Microscopical Club. Accessed
12/14/2015.
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sion. She often cites and/or quotes
papers available on the subject of microscopy at the time throughout her
book, even mentioning Quekett
which, as most of us know, is a reference to John Quekett who founded the
Royal Microscopical Society in 1839

and to this day has both a club and a
journal still in existence in his honor.
As I sat reading this book I could
see Mrs Ward collecting, viewing and
drawing specimens much like those
here on the forums. Well perhaps not
drawing them, as we have cameras!

Mary Ward 1827-1869. Accessed 12/14/2015.
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Read and download PDF of book:
https://archive.org/details/microscopeteachi00wa
rd

■
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I

n the July 2012 issue of the MicrobeHunter magazine Oliver
Sherwood posted an article as to
how he got started in this great hobby
so three plus years later I thought I
would do the same.
It started when I was about ten
years old. Some of my friends had
chemistry sets so as as my birthday
was approaching I told my Mother I
wanted one as well. Imagine my surprise when I got a microscope set
instead. It was a Gilbert kit (old guys

Beginning microscopy

may remember Gilbert erector sets
and American Flyer trains). Anyway I
used it a bit but quickly became disappointed with my poor attempts to find
and prepare subjects to observe - a
warning to parents and grand parents
about the quality of “Department store
microscopes”.
As I grew older my interest turned
to astronomy and I enjoyed many
years looking at celestial wonders,
expanding my observing skills, and
taking astro-images. Built an observa-

1
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tory and spent many a cold late night
enjoying the wonders of the universe.
Then we moved! The new neighborhood suffers from significant light
pollution which significantly limits
observing quality. About the same
time my grand children were getting
of the age where we wanted to buy
them a gift that was more than a toy.
Figure 1: Assortment of self-made
filters and patch stops.

Beginning microscopy

EXPERIENCES

2

So..., their Dad and I decided on a
microscope. After we did some on line
research we settled on a model that
was well recommended but after the
first day or two the grand kid’s interest waned and the only person using
the scope was yours truly. I can say
that it must have awakened a long
dormant interest because not long afterward I purchased my current scope,
an Amscope binocular, and began my
journey into this fascinating hobby.
Like most of us, I quickly learned
that there are not a lot of books on the
subject written for the mature hobbyist rather than for kids. That is when I
discovered www.microbehunter.com.
What a great source of information
available from the articles in the mag-

azine, the member forums, microscopy topics, and links to other sites and
tutorials. I can say without reservation
that without the MicrobeHunter resource I might have given up.
Now my equipment consists of the
original Amscope upgraded with a
trinocular head; a mount for my Canon DSLR; plan objectives for the 4x,
10x, and 40x; a 20X objective; and a
60X dry objective. I use the 20X a lot
for when 10X is not enough and 40X
is too much and I strongly recommend
it to anyone who may be considering
adding additional objectives. Finally
being a Do it Yourself guy I have
made a number of filters (Figure 1)
which have greatly expanded my observing enjoyment.

Figure 2: The microscope and jars
with pond water.

I enjoy observing and photographing pond life, plant cells, and everyday household items. I have a number
of jars with pond water that keep me
with enough specimens to observe
during the winter months (Figure 2).
I hope you found my experiences
of some interest. Now I tell my friends
that in moving away from astronomy
I no longer look at really huge items
really far away but instead look at
really small items really close.
■
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Water life

Emerald Bracelet
(Anabaena, Cyanobacteria
Blue Green Algae)

Paramecium busaria.
These paramecia have an
endosymbiontic relationship with the green algae
Zoochlorella.
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Paramecium

Shelled Amoeba
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What’s this? Answer on page 2.
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